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Questions

Please make a note of any questions you wish to ask.

At the end of the presentation there will be an opportunity for 

you to ask questions using the ‘Chat’ option.

If you think of questions at a later date, please do not hesitate 

to get in contact via the school email address:

enquiries@westways.sheffield.sch.uk 



Year 6
 At the end of Key Stage 2, there are formal tests for: Spelling, 

Punctuation and Grammar (SPaG); Reading; and Maths.

 They assess areas of the national curriculum your child has been taught 

throughout Key Stage 2.

 This is a chance for your child to show what they can do at the end of 

Key Stage 2.

 The tests provide information for schools and the government about how 

children are progressing, compared to the children of the same age 

nationally.

 Teacher assessments will be used throughout the year for each child, 

informed by work in class as well as information gathered during 

Assessment Weeks.



Assessment for Learning

 As part of the preparation for the End of Key Stage 2 

assessments, the children will complete past papers each half 

term. 

 This, alongside day to day teacher assessment, gives the Year 

6 teachers an opportunity to identify and address any gaps in 

learning, plan learning effectively and offer any additional 

support to those who require it. 

 As a result, I would like to politely ask you not to use past 

papers as support at home – the children have completed 

their first set of past papers and will continue to do so on a 

half termly basis. 



Date Test Timing Marks

Monday 9th May 2022 English SPaG Paper 1 – Short answer questions

English SPaG Paper 2 – Spelling test

45 minutes

15-20 minutes 

approx.

50 marks

20 marks

Tuesday 10th May 2022 English Reading paper 1 hour 50 marks

Wednesday 11th May 2022 Mathematics Arithmetic Paper 1

Mathematics Reasoning Paper 2

30 minutes

40 minutes

40 marks

35 marks

Thursday 12th May 2022 Mathematics Reasoning Paper 3 40 minutes 35 marks

Friday 13th May 2022 No assessments today

Key Stage 2 Assessment Week

Monday 9th May to Thursday 12th May 2022



English grammar, punctuation & spelling 

(SPaG) – Paper 1



English grammar, punctuation & spelling 

(SPaG) – Paper 2



English Reading



English Reading



Mathematics – Arithmetic (Paper 1)



Mathematics- Reasoning 

(Paper 2 and Paper 3)



Writing



Writing



Writing



Assessment Information for Parents

 With the end of year school report, you will receive your 

child’s test results in English Reading, English Grammar, 

punctuation and spelling and Mathematics. This will include:

 a scaled score 

 either ‘NS’ (expected standard not achieved) or ‘AS’ (expected 

standard achieved)

 There is no test for English writing; this will be reported 

using teacher assessment.

 You will also received separate teacher assessment 

judgement for science.



Scaled scores at Key Stage 2

 A pupil’s scaled score is based on their raw score. 

 The raw score is the total number of marks a pupil scores in 

a test, based on the number of questions they answered 

correctly.

 A scaled score of 100 will always represent the expected 

standard on the test. Pupils scoring 100 or more will have 

met the expected standard on the test.

 A child scoring 110 or more is considered to be working at 

Greater Depth. However this will still be reported as ‘AS’.



English Grammar, Punctuation & Spelling 

Scaled Scores 2019



English Reading Scaled Scores 2019



Mathematics Scaled Scores 2019



Year 6 Assessment Weeks

Weeks beginning:

 Monday 11th October 2021

 Monday 6th December 2021

 Monday 7th February 2022

 Monday 14th March 2022

 Monday 9th May 2022 (SATs Week)



How you help your child?

 Make sure children are in bed at a reasonable time.

 Ensure they eat breakfast.

 Arrive at school on time and ready to learn.

 Ensure children complete and hand in home learning tasks, 

including practising for spelling tests.

 Encourage reading every night.

 Encourage them to take part in extra curricular activities, 

both in and out of school.

 Please do not book holidays for the week beginning Monday 

9th May 2022.


